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Welcome to Three Pines, where the cruelest month is about to deliver on its threat. It's spring in the

tiny, forgotten village; buds are on the trees, and the first flowers are struggling through the newly

thawed earth. But not everything is meant to return to life.... When some villagers decide to

celebrate Easter with a sÃƒÂ©ance at the Old Hadley House, they are hoping to rid the town of its

evil - until one of their party dies of fright. Was this a natural death, or was the victim somehow

helped along? Brilliant, compassionate Chief Inspector Armand Gamache of the SÃƒÂ»retÃƒÂ© du

QuÃƒÂ©bec is called to investigate in a case that will force him to face his own ghosts as well as

those of a seemingly idyllic town where relationships are far more dangerous than they seem.
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This is the third book in Louise Penny's excellent series featuring SÃƒÂ»retÃ© du QuÃ©bec Chief

Inspector Armand Gamache and his team. Gamache is called back to the small village of Three

Pines when a woman dies of fright at a seance attended by several of the local villagers. The

medical examiner rules the death a murder because ephedra, a banned diet drug known to cause

heart attacks, is found in the dead woman's system. Gamache does not lack for suspects who had

both the motive and means to slip the dead woman the drug.Not only must Gamache deal with the

murder, but a series of stories appear in the Montreal newspapers accusing him of being in cahoots

with Superintendent Arnot, a SÃƒÂ»retÃ© officer Gamache arrested for murder knowing that he

would no longer be part of the inner circle of the SÃƒÂ»retÃ© du QuÃ©bec and his career would be



stalled. His fellow officers either loved or hated his actions, but now someone has started a hate

campaign in the newspapers against him. Gamache does not respond knowing that it will only add

fuel to his detractors. However, when the instigator goes after Gamache's grown son and daughter,

he goes toe to toe with the man he believes is behind the attacks only to find out that he was wrong,

very wrong.Once again, Penny has written a wonderfully rich and detailed procedural set in a village

whose residents are quirkily unique, like the renowned poet Ruth Zardo who, in this outing, has

bonded with a pair of ducklings. Each time Penny returns Gamache to Three Pines, readers learn a

little more about the residents and by this outing, it is as if the reader is catching up with old

friends.Penny's writing is fluid and rich. In every book, the reader will find sentences that compel

her/him to write them down.
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